
The Happiest Bird In The World 
A crow living in a forest was absolutely satisfied in life. Then one day he saw a swan. “That 
swan is so graceful and sleek,” he thought. “He must be the happiest bird in the world.” 

He flew over and told the swan about his thoughts.  

“Actually,” the swan replied, “I was the happiest 
bird around until I saw a parrot with many colors. 
Then I realized that the parrot must be the happiest 
bird in creation.” 

The crow spotted a parrot in a tree and flew up to 
share the swan’s words.  

The parrot said, “I thought so, too, until I saw a 
peacock in the zoo with beautiful wings and 
dazzling colors. Everyone was admiring his bright plumage, and I thought he must be the 

happiest bird in the world.” 

The crow found the zoo and saw dozens 
of people peering at the peacock’s 
beautiful colors. The crow was filled with 
jealousy.  

From above the peacock’s cage, the crow 
called down, “You are so beautiful! Every 
day thousands of people come to see 
you. You must feel very lucky.” 

The peacock looked up at the crow. 

“Lucky? I am stuck in this zoo, where I 
can’t fly and people just stare at me. You 
can fly wherever you please. You must be 
the happiest bird in the world!” 
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Insulating The Attic 
November heralds the start of our cold season, and 
with it, a rise in energy costs. To significantly reduce 
heat loss and expenses, it pays to winterize the one 
place where most heat is lost: the attic. Here is a 
check list of items to focus on to keep the heat in: 

• Weather strip and insulate the attic access door. 

• Seal around the outside of the chimney. 

• Seal around plumbing vents, both in the attic floor 
and in the roof. 

• Cap off the top of interior walls in old houses 
where you can peer into the wall cavity from the 
attic. 

• Insert fiberglass insulation around electrical wire 
penetrations at the top of interior walls. 

• Staple a radiant barrier under the rafters or joists 
to reflect 97% of the radiant heat that strikes it. 

Want Better Health?  
Try A Dog 

A dog can be your best friend—and a benefit to your 
health. Here are some ways owning a dog can keep 
you hale and hearty in mind and body:  

• More exercise. Just walking the dog gets you out of the house, but most dog owners 
do more than dash out for a few minutes once or twice a day. You’ll take longer walks 
and get more exercise once you’re outside with your pooch. 

• Better mental health. Studies suggest that pet owners are less likely to suffer from 
depression and other mental health problems. The affection they get from their pets is 
one factor, along with the need to focus on their pets’ 
welfare and be more active. 

• Illness prevention. Dogs may have the ability to 
smell cancer in your body, detect low blood sugar, 
sense foods that their owners are allergic to (such as 
peanuts), and detect oncoming seizures. Some of 
these talents require specialized training; others may be somewhat instinctive. 

• Happier social life. When you’re out on walks and exercising with your dog, people 
naturally gravitate toward you to ask questions about your pet. Many people form 
meaningful friendships within their group of dog owners. 

Horses 
Communicate to 

Each Other 
     Horses communicate with 

each other with their eyes 
and ears. Ear position is an 
important visual signal that 
horses see and respond to. 
Horses depend on the 
orientation of other horses’ 
heads to locate food, an 
ability they lose when 
those cues aren’t visible. 
The results seem to 
dispute the common theory 
that animals whose eyes 
are on the sides of their 
heads can’t pick up 
information based on the 
direction of each other’s 
heads. 
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Self-Repairing Concrete 
Concrete is completely inflexible, which means that natural ground shifts can cause 
hairline cracks to form in concrete structures over time. When water seeps into these 

cracks, the concrete weakens and eventually crumbles.  

Dutch inventor, Henk Jonkers, has discovered a form of bacteria that, 
under the right conditions, produces a clingy limestone that grows to 
fill those hairline cracks. 

To produce this self-repairing concrete, manufacturers store the 
bacteria in miniscule plastic bubbles along with calcium lactate, and 
then mix them into dry concrete. When the concrete cures, the plastic 
bubbles set. If water seeps into cracks in the cured concrete, the 

plastic shells melt, exposing the bacteria to water, which starts the growth of limestone.  

Self-repairing concrete could significantly extend the life of vulnerable roads, bridges, 
staircases, and buildings. 

Stay Cool In The Face Of Criticism 
No one enjoys being criticized, but sometimes you’ve got to accept it productively. If you’re 
facing criticism at work, here are some steps to think about:  

• Acknowledge. Resist the urge to attack the other person, blame someone else, or 
ignore the criticism. Instead, take a breath, 
acknowledge a problem exists, and express your 
willingness to discuss it further: “I understand your 
concern,” or “I can see that you’re upset.”  

• Inquire. Ask for more 
information to show you’re 
taking the criticism 
seriously and to ensure 
you fully understand their 
concerns. Listen with an 
open mind and be ready 
to learn from mistakes you 
may have made. Try to 
see it from their 
perspective, even if you 
feel they’re not seeing it 
from yours. 

• Respond. Give the other person a fair hearing 
first. Thank them for coming to you. Then take the 
next step that you feel is justified. You may want to 
investigate further, offer an apology, or—if you feel 
the criticism is unjustified—offer your perspective 

respectfully and calmly.  

Quotes'
“If your experiment needs a 

statistician, you need a better 
experiment.” –Ernest 

Rutherford 

“The ache for home lives in 
all of us. The safe place 

where we can go as we are 
and not be questioned.”—

Maya Angelou 

“Modern science should 
indeed arouse in all of us a 

humility before the immensity 
of the unexplored and a 

tolerance for crazy 
hypotheses.”—Martin 

Gardner 
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Stash Some Cash 
Looking for ways to save a little money? Here are a few 
quick ideas that don’t require much planning or effort: 

• Empty your pockets. Stash all loose change in a jar 
or piggy bank, rather than spending it. 

• Use your coupons. Remember to use coupons only 
for the things you would normally buy. Add up the 
difference and stash the 
savings away. 

• Stash a dollar a wash. 
Whenever you do a load of 
laundry, put a dollar in a jar. 

• Pay yourself for a coffee. 
Every day when you pour a 
cup of coffee at home or 
work, pay yourself a dollar. 

Housing, Circa 2050 
Today, the population of the world is about 7.3 billion. By 2050, the UN predicts it will be 9 
billion. What does that mean for the future of housing? 

One thing is for certain: New homes will not be built at nearly the same rate as our 
population growth. That means we will have to make smarter use of what we have, and 
rethink the space and resources we need.  

For instance, consider household size. In the early 1900's, five-person households were 
normal. Today, one-person households are common. By 2050 there may be a shift to more 
shared housing, including granny flats and conversions of family homes into duplexes.  

Homes in 2050 will probably not look much different on the outside than homes today, 
because the vast majority of houses that will exist in 2050 have already been built. 

But on the inside, homes will become smarter and more sustainable. Homes already come 
with an array of sensors that automatically switch lights on and off, order our groceries, 
and even monitor our health. Many houses are already fully wireless.  

A drive for resource efficiency could see water recycled within each home, integrated solar 
panels, ultra-thin insulation, and micro-generators.  

One thing that won’t change about housing...location, location, location will still be the 
dominating factor in real estate. The question is what locations will be important in 2050?  
New cities may spring up in the middle of nowhere, while other cities may undergo 
important changes in infrastructure. 

We’re Wary of 
Higher Tech 

Wearable technology. 
Google Glass and Apple 
Watch, 53% of people 
saying they aren’t a posi-
tive change for the future. 

Drones. 63% of people 
don’t want to see drones 
flying freely in the sky. 

Self-driving cars. 50% of 
people say they do not 
want to travel in a driver-
less car. 
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Connect With Your Kids  
One of the biggest challenges for today’s time-pressed 
parents is sharing quality time with their kids. Fostering a 
true connection with kids doesn’t always have to mean 
scaling back your work hours or stepping off the career 
fast track. Try these suggestions: 

• Hold weekly family meetings. Use them to schedule 
everyone’s activities for the week, from school 
meetings to fun family outings. Give your kids a say 
on decisions; it makes them realize that they’re an 
integral part of the family. 

• Share their interests. Yes, that means enduring their 
taste in music, movies, and games. One idea: Get 
them subscriptions to magazines associated with 
their hobbies or activities, and commit to reading and 
talking with them about at least one article/topic 
related to their world. 

• Share your work with them. Bring them to your 
workplace. Show them what you do and how your 
work relates to the organization. When you have a 
particular success at work, celebrate it with your family. This teaches children the 
importance of work while helping them understand how it affects your life. 

• Volunteer with them. If you have the time, choose one day each month to volunteer at 
a local shelter, charity, or organization. Working alongside your kids is a great way to 
model good work ethics while sharing experiences. 

“Walked Into A Bar” Jokes 
You might need a drink or two to appreciate these groaners: 

• An amnesiac walks into a bar, approaches a beautiful woman, 
and says, “So, do I come here often?” 

• A skunk walks into a bar and says, “Hey, where did everybody 
go?” 

• A fish walks into a bar. The bartender says, “What do you 
want?” The fish gasps, “Water.” 

• A termite walks into a bar and says, “Is the bar tender here?”  

• A priest, a rabbi, and a minister walk into a bar. The bartender looks at them and says, 
“Is this some kind of joke?” 

  

More Quotes 
“As much as we want to 
keep ourselves safe, we 
can’t protect ourselves 

from everthing. If we want 
to embrace life, we also 

have to embrace chaos.”—
Susan Elizabeth Phillips 

“We do not need magic to 
change the world, we carry 

all the power we need 
inside ourselves already: 

We have the power to 
imagine better.” 

--J.K. Rowling 
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Lose Weight With One Step 
Want to lose weight? Take this one 
important step: Step onto a scale every 
day. That may seem obvious, but it’s 
also supported by the results of a study 
reported on the Live Science website. 

In the study, researchers challenged 
162 people to reduce their weight by 
10% over a year. About half the 

participants were given scales and told to check and 
record their weight every morning. The other half was not 
given any advice. 

Although few participants in either group achieved the goal 
of losing 10% of their weight, 29% of those given scales 
succeeded in losing at least 5%, but only 11% in the scale-
free group lost as much. In addition, participants given 
scales managed to maintain their weight for a second year. 

The researchers have theorized that checking weight once 
a day may help people pay more attention to what they eat, and reinforce positive weight-
loss behaviors, like skipping dessert. 

Predictions Of The Future From The Past 
In 1660's London, chemist Robert Boyle helped found the Royal Society, the world's first 
scientific body dedicated to research. At that time, he created a 24-item "wish list" of 
predictions that he hoped the scientific community would one day make come true. 350 
years later, it's interesting to notice how many of his wishes have come true. Here are just 
a few of the items from his list that could not be done in his day, but are common today: 

• “The prolongation of life.” (We take it for granted that our lives will last into the 70's and 
80's or longer. In Boyle's day, a long life span was commonly up to the 50's or 60's.) 

• “The recovery of youth, or at least some of the marks of it, as new teeth.” (Our dentistry 
techniques were unimagined in Boyle's day.) 

• “The art of flying.” 

• “The art of continuing long underwater, and exercising functions freely there.” (As with 
SCUBA diving and submarines.) 

• “The acceleration of the production of things out of seed.” (As in genetic modification.) 

• “The practicable and certain way of finding longitudes.” (This had been a continual 
challenge for navigators, all the way up to the introduction of the GPS in 1995.) 

• “A perpetual light device.” (Electric lights were finally invented in 1879.) 

The 
Millionaire 

On the show “Who 
Wants to be a Millionaire” 
a contestant was going 
for the million dollar 
question. He phoned his 
mother who was not “all 
there” and asked what 
species of birds does not 
build its own nest. She 
said “The cuckoo 
because everyone knows 
cuckoos live in clocks!” 
He won a million dollars. 

 

 


